ProTect™ COVID-19 PCR Kit
Accurate detection of the Sars-CoV-2 virus

Managing COVID-19: testing is still the key
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an
infectious disease of the respiratory system that
is caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, which is
closely related to the SARS virus. The outbreak
started in Wuhan at the end of 2019 and to date
(16 March 2020), has infected about 170,000
people worldwide and resulted in more than
6,000 deaths. The epicenter of the outbreak has
also shifted from Hubei, China to Europe. WHO
has also officially declared the outbreak a
pandemic. To contain the outbreak, it is essential
to diagnose infected patients so that they can be
isolated and treated. The ability to gain access
to affordable and good quality diagnostic kits is
critical.

PCR is still the gold standard for COVID-19 testing
What is PCR?
It stands for polymerase chain reaction. It is a
method to identify the presence of the virus. It
“searches” for a particular gene unique to the
virus. Once that gene is found, it then makes
many copies of that gene (much like a
photocopying machine). Eventually, the process
makes millions of copies of that gene, which
then generates sufficient fluorescent signals to
be detected.
PCR can detect the presence of the virus once
the person is infected. Hence, it is still the most
accurate method for COVID-19 infection.

About JN Medsys

JN Medsys is a Singapore based
manufacturer of high-quality PCR
and digital PCR products which
comprises instruments,
consumables and assay kits. It has
ISO13485 Quality Management
System that allows it to research,
develop, manufacture and
commercialise the products for invitro diagnostics purposes.

PROTECT™ COVID-19 PCR KIT

The ProTect™ COVID-19 RT-qPCR kit from JN
Medsys is a nucleic acid test that detects for the
virus that causes COVID-19. It identifies the
genetic material of the SARS-CoV-2 virus isolated
from infected patient samples using the reverse
transcription quantitative polymerase chain
reaction method. Known as the gold standard
method, it provides high sensitivity and
specificity to identify the virus even at low
copies. It allows the accurate identification of
the virus isolated from respiratory specimens of
infected patients.

Target multiple genes on the virus
The kit is developed based on the United States Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)’s recommended
protocol, and detects for multiple genes on the virus RNA, which includes the specific regions of the COVID-19
virus (N1 and N2). Different countries have different protocols for detecting the virus. The reason for targeting
multiple genes is to ensure that first, the kit can cover all the different strains of the virus. Second, when the virus
starts to mutate over time, and the mutation site unknown, it may be more accurate to detect for multiple
targets. The detection of multiple genes may help to increase the accuracy of the tests by reducing the incidences
of false negative.
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France
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Infectious Diseases
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2
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Health

N

1
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Detection workflow

Features of the kit

Submitted for US FDA
Emergency Use Authorisation

Sensitivity down to 10
copies/reaction

Clinically validated at
Singapore hospital

Detects multiple genes
for better accuracy

Competitively priced to
encourage mass usage

Results in under 1.5 hours

Manufactured in Singapore
under ISO13485 standards

Detects all strains of the virus

Approved by Singapore
HSA

Performance

Test principle

One-step RT-PCR (Taqman®-based)

Limit of detection (LOD)

10 copies/reaction

Precision

< 2%

Dynamic range

6 log

Specificity

Specific to the SARS-CoV-2 virus based on
in silico sequence analysis

Efficiency

> 95%

Regulatory approval
Singapore
Health Sciences Authority

European Union
CE mark

Philippines FDA

Clinical samples validation
COMPARISON STUDIES AT A SINGAPORE HOSPITAL
The ProTect™ kit was validated with clinical samples from a local hospital in Singapore. This hospital has
been doing COVID-19 testing using another PCR kit. Overall there is a high degree of agreement (~ 95%)
between the two different kits.

ProTect in the news

FAQs
• The kit detects for COVID-19. How does it work?
The ProTect™ kit detects for the presence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus which causes COVID-19. It does that by detecting for the genetic
material of the virus, which in this case is the ribonucleic acid (RNA). The kit targets multiple genes of the virus. Once it “finds”
these genes, it makes many copies of that genes using a process known as polymerase chain reaction. As more copies of those
genes are being made, it generates fluorescent signals that can be detected using a real-time PCR instrument. The PCR is a very
accurate and sensitive test as it can detect for very low copies of the virus. Currently, the detection of the SARS-CoV-2 virus using
PCR is the recommended method used by most countries for confirmation of COVID-19 infection in patients.
• What is the entire process for detecting for the virus?
First, a nasopharyngeal specimen is collected using a nasal swab. The swab is then immersed into a transport medium. Second,
RNA extraction is carried out on the specimen. This process lyses the viral particles to release the RNA and then purifies it. This
step must be carried out with an RNA extraction kit and a bench-top centrifuge. Third, the extracted RNA is put through the PCR
process. If specimen contains the SARS-CoV-2 virus, the real-time PCR process will show a positive result, confirming the presence
of the virus.
• How long does it take?
The entire process from RNA extraction to PCR can be conducted in under 2 hours, with the PCR process requiring about 1h 15min.
• How is this different from the rapid test kits that can be performed in 15 minutes?
The rapid test kits that can generate results in 15 min detects for the antibodies present in an infected person. An infected person
takes about a week to generate these antibodies in response to the viral infection. During this period, the rapid test may return a
negative result due to the lack of antibodies even though the patient might be infected.

FAQs
• What equipment do I need?
A real-time PCR instrument is needed. We recommend the following:
➢ ThermoFisher Scientific QuantStudio series (3, 5, 6 and 7) instruments and 7500 real-time system
➢ Bio-Rad CFX96 Touch™ Real-time PCR System
➢ Roche LightCycler® 96 and 480 Systems
• On which real-time PCR instrument has this been validated? Is it compatible with others?
The kit has been validated on ThermoFisher Scientific’s QuantStudio 3 and Roche’s LightCycler 480 II.
• How is this kit different from the Fortitude kit from A*Star?
Both the ProTect™ and A*Star’s Fortitude 2 use the PCR method to detect for the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The Fortitude 2 detects for a single
gene on the virus. The ProTect™ detects for multiple genes on the virus, in accordance to the US Communicable Disease Center (CDC)
protocol. Detecting for multiple genes on the virus ensures that the kit can detect 100% of all the different strains of the virus. It also
ensures that the kit can still detect the virus even if it mutates.
• Which targets on the SARS-CoV-2 virus does it detect?
It detects for the N gene of the SAR-CoV-2 virus, in accordance to US CDC recommended protocol.

• Each kit has how many tests?
Each kit has 100 tests.

FAQs
• What is the dimension and weight of each kit?
Each is contained in 2 small boxes. Each box is 73 x 49 x 54 (H) mm. Two boxes bundled together will be 73 x 98 x 54 (H) mm, weighing
100g
• What is the storage condition for the kits?
The kits are to be stored at -20oC and repeated freeze thawing of the reagents are to be avoided.
• What is the shipping condition for the kits?
The kits are shipped in dry ice in a temperature controlled carton box. Each small carton measures 54 x 42 x 40 cm and weighs 25kg
(including the dry ice) and can fit about 12 kits. For larger volume, we ship in specialised containers in a pallet.
• How much is it to ship 1,000 tests?
The price varies depending on destination. Price can also fluctuate depending on availability of flights.
• What countries can we export to?
We currently can export to most places worldwide, subject to availability of freight.
• What should I do if I need a bulk order of a million test?
Due to the size of the order, please contact us to discuss the delivery schedule
• What is the expected lead time?
Lead-time is dependent on the quantity of orders.

The ProTect™ COVID-19 PCR kit provides all the necessary reagents for the accurate and
sensitive detection of the Sars-CoV-2 virus using reverse transcription real-time polymerase
chain reaction (RT-qPCR).
Contact sales@jnmedsys.com to order now or visit https://jnmedsys.com/kits/ to find out
more.

Accurate

Made in Singapore

Affordable
Provisional
authorisation from
Singapore HSA

Based on US CDC
protocol

